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SUIDARY

PlIOSLM

In November of 1978, a number of prototype sonar transducers were

observed to exhibit current/thermal runaway when driven continuously with a

cmnstant-voltage source near the maximum designed drive level. Experimental

tests indicated the source of the problem to be temperature-related perform-

ance degradation of the ceramic-stack resonators used in the transducers.

OBBCTIVES

The goals of this study were to:

" Understand the role of cement/electrode joints in the temperature
sensitivity of ceramic-stack resonators.

" Understand, in turn, the mechanism by which the resonator temperature
sensitivity causes current/thermal runaway.

" Determine resonator design or assembly techniques that limit or
eliminate the temperature-related degradation.

RESULTS

Experimental and computer modeling results show that the temperature

sensitivity of ceramic-stack resonators is related to a variation with

temperature of the stiffness of the cement/electrode joints. The temperature

sensitivity is only crucial in instances in which there is little or no final

stress bias on the resonator and appears to be essentially independent of the

initial stress bias (the bias during cement curing).

The current/thermal runaway phenomenon that was observed in certain sonar

transducers results from the presence of ceramic-stack resonators that contain

low final stress biases. The low stress bias allows self-heating to cause the

joint stiffness to decrease as the temperature rises. The decreasing joint

stiffness forces the impedance vs frequency responses of the resonators

1
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to sbift down in frequency, bringing lower impedance regions into the opera-

tion band, which was originally centered about an impedance maximum in the

response curve. The resulting rise in current causes further heating leading

to current/thermal runaway.

RECOMINDATIONS

In order to eliminate the temperature-related performance degradation

recently observed in sonar transducers, a high final stress-bias should be

applied to the ceramic-stack resonators. A final stress bias of 2.8 x 107 Pa

yields safe and consistent behavior and is presently being employed in the

production of many ceramic-stack resonators.

2
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1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 DISCOVEY OF TMM CURRENT/THERMAL RUNAWAY PHENONDEON

In November of 1978 a number of first-article sonar transducers were

tested under the Composite-Unit Accelerated Life Testing (CUALT) program. The

transducers employed piezoelectric ceramic-stack resonators (Figure 1) as the

active elements. Such resonators contain piezoelectric-ceramic rings that are

cemented* together to ensure good mechanical coupling and lateral strength

between adjacent rings. Because the ceramic is weak in tension, the stress

rod and nut (tail mass) provide a stress bias to keep the ceramic under com-

pression. Nickel expanded-metal electrodes provide electrical connections

between the rings. Figure 2 illustrates, in schematic form, the essential

elements of the transducer. The oil-filled housing has a rubber window (not

shown) for the transmission of the acoustic energy into the ocean. The drive

is a constant-amplitude AC voltage source.

During the CUALT, some of the transducers exhibited current-runaway

behavior when driven with the constant-voltage source near the maximum

designed drive level. Figure 3 shows the actual current behavior for one of

the transducers. Note that the current magnitude initially decreased a small

amount, but eventually rose rather rapidly and dramatically. In addition, the

current phase shows that the admittance changed monotonically from inductive

to capacitive values. It was also noted in later experiments that a continual

and significant temperature rise (at times reaching 1150C) accompanied this

current behavior. Thus current/thermal runaway describes the phenomenon more

accurately. When left unchecked, this runaway condition would result in

transducer failure due to the effects of excessive heating.

*Actually, epoxy is used, but to conform with the usage of previous reports,

epoxy will be referred to as cement in this report.

3
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Figure 1. Piezoelectric ceramic-stack resonator.
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Figure 2. Underwater acoustic transducer.
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Figure 3. Current runaway phenomenon for an actual transducer.

1,2 DISCOVERY OF T11 TENPERATURE SENSITIVITY OF RESONATORS

A number of possible causes of the problem were investigated, with the

final indication being that the current/thermal runaway was related to a

temperature-dependent behavior of the resonators that were incorporated in the

transducer. Some of the transducers were disassembled and the electrical

input impedance vs frequency response of the individual resonators was ex-

amined in air at various temperatures, These measurements were made in a

temperature-controlled oven by means of the method and equipment illustrated

in Figure 4. The temperature in the oven was raised in increments of about

220C and allowed to stabilize for at least 30 min after each increment. At

each temperature, the electrical input impedance of each resonator was

measured while it was being driven with a constant-amplitude, 10-V rms source

that was swept in frequency over a range that included the operation band of

5
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the transducer. A typical result is shown in Figure 5. The frequency of mini-

mum impedance magnitude, Z , is the resonant frequency, f., and the frequency

of maximum impedance magnitude, Zn, is the antiresonant frequency, fn. The

overall electromechanical coupling in a longitudinal resonator is generally

proportional to - n = Af/fn while the overall resonator loss is in-

versely proportional to the impedance magnitude difference, Z -Zm = AZ. Thenm

above parameters are indicated for the 220C curve in Figure 5. The larger the

Af/f and AZ, the better the resonator. Figure 5 shows that the impedance vs
n

frequency curve shifts down in frequency as the temperature rises. In addi-

tion, Af and AZ decrease, indicating that the coupling decreases and the

losses increase as the temperature rises; the resonator performance deterio-

rates with rising temperature. The resonator nearly recovers its original

behavior when returned to room temperature (220C). In a few of the resonators

tested, the impedance magnitude vs frequency response at 121 0C was markedly

shifted down in frequency and was nearly flat, indicating severe degradation

of the resonator performance (Figure 6).

Two of the transducers that had exhibited current runaway were subsequent-

ly disassembled, and each of the five resonators (per transducer) was tested

for its temperature sensitivity, by means of in-air impedance measurements in

the oven. Figure 7 shows results for the worst resonator in each transducer.

In general, the other eight resonators behaved at least slightly better than

resonator S-4871 (Figure 7a). During the CUALT, the transducer that contained

resonator S-4871 (Figure 7a) was subjected to a 126-V rms drive, which caused

the current to increase by a factor of 1.8 in about 45 min. For the trans-

ducer that contained resonator S-4853 (Figure 7b), a 110-V rms drive caused

the current to increase by a factor of 2.5 in about 30 min. Clearly, the

later transducer was more susceptible to current runaway. This susceptibility

appears to be related to the marked temperature sensitivity of resonator

S-4853 as evidenced by the in-air oven measurements.

A practical solution to the problem was found to be an increase in the

initial and final stress biases* from 6.9 x 106 Pa (1000 psi) to 2.8 x 107 Pa

*An initial stress is applied prior to the cement cure, then a final stress is
applied after the cure.

7
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RESONATOR S-4871
. 240C:

21 2 1 C .i

0

N °.

220C (RETURN TO ROOM TEMPERATURE)

Figure 7a. Oven measurements for a resonator taken from a transducer that was somewhat

resistant to current/thermal runaway.
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Figure 7b. Oven measurements for a resonator taken from a transducer that was very
* susceptible to current/thermal runaway.
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Figure 8. Oven measurennts for a resonator that was assembled with a
high stress bias (2.8X 10' Pa).

(4000 psi). The improved performance for such a stressed resonator is shown

in Figure 8. It was felt that the higher initial cure stress reduced the

amount of cement in the joints.* As a result of these initial tests, it was

concluded that the runaway phenomenon was linked to a temperature sensitivity

in the cement/electrode** joints of the resonators, with associated self-

heating in the joints perhaps compounding the problem.

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The present report documents the continuation and conclusion of a task

that began in FY81. The initial phase of the task was described recently in a

NOSC interim Technical Report.t The objectives have been to:

1. Understand the role of cement/electrode joints in the temperature
sensitivity of ceramic-stack resonators.

2. Understand, in turn, the mechanism by which the resonator temperature
sensitivity causes current/thermal runaway.

3. Determine improved resonator designs or assembly techniques to
eliminate or limit the degrading effects of temperature.

This conclusion will be reevaluated in this report.

**Both the electrode and the cement appear to play a role in the joint
behavior.

tC.L. Goodhart et al, Temperature Effects in Ceramic Resonators Containing

Cement Joints (Interim Report), NOSC TR 716, June 1982.
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3.0 APPROACH

The approach was threefold. First, further understanding of the reson-

ator temperature sensitivity was sought by experimental examination of reson-

ators that were assembled with various joint configurations and/or assembly

methods. Second, the pertinent parameters of cement/electrode joints were

experimentally determined as a function of temperature. Third, the joint-

parameter data were applied to computer models of a ceramic-stack resonator

and a transducer of the type that exhibited the current/thermal runaway behav-

ior. The computer models were exercised in various parameter variations in

order to pursue the above objectives.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 FY81 RESULTS

The interim report* discussed the first portion (FY81) of the investigation

into the temperature sensitivity of ceramic-stack resonators and its role in

the current/thermal runaway phenomenon. That report is briefly summarized in

this section.

Experimental results showed that the temperature sensitivity was depend-

ent on the stress bias** applied to the resonator and on whether or not cement

was used in the joints. A higher stress bias resulted in a decreased tempera-

ture sensitivity and better overall performance. Cementless resonators were

less sensitive to temperature than cemented resonators, although the cement-

less resonators showed signs of poor coupling between ceramic rings. The

temperature sensitivity appeared to be linked mainly to a temperature depen-

dence of the cement/electrode joint properties. However, there was an indica-

tion that stress bias relief, resulting from thermal expansion differences in

the resonator, contributed somewhat to the temperature sensitivity.

*NOSC TR 716.
**Initial and final stress were always the same.

11



A computer model of a ceramic-stack resonator was used to show that reson-

ators assembled with a high stress bias contained stiffer, less lossy joints.

It was suggested that the high initial stress was the improving factor; high

initial stress would squeeze more cement out of the joints, making them stiff-

er and less likely to cause temperature sensitivity. The independent effects

of initial stress and final stress were not investigated, ie, the initial

stress bias was always the same as the final stress bias. In the present

report, the effects of initial and final stress are examined independently

from one another, with significant results.

4.2. FY82 RESULTS

4.2.1 Evidence of the Importance of Final Stress Bias

One of the most striking results of the present study was obtained upon

investigation of the individual importance of the initial and final stress

bias to temperature sensitivity. Experimental in-air measurements were ob-

tained in the fashion demonstrated in Figure 4 for resonators with various

amounts of initial and final stress bias.

Figure 9 shows that the temperature sensitivity of an unstressed reson-

ator (Figure 9b) is dramatically increased, compared with a stressed resonator

(Figure 9a). The results of Figure 9 are for two resonators that were initial-

ly constructed in exactly the same manner, with an initial stress (during
* 6
cement curing) of about 6.9 x 10 Pa (1000 psi). Resonator S-3948 (Figure 9a)

was then given a final stress equal to the initial stress.* Resonator S-4167

(Figure 9b) was completely unstressed by removing the stress rod and nut. The

unstressed resonator shows dramatic sensitivity to temperature, compared with

the stressed unit. In addition, the unstressed resonator does not return to

its initial performance after heating. Specifically, it becomes less stiff

(f and fn decreased), provides less coupling (Af decreased), and is more

V

* The epoxy flows a little before it actually sets, which can reduce the final
stress on the resonator unless it is restressed after the cure.

12
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120 RESONATOR S-394 (a)

INITIAL STRESS = 6.9 x 106Pa (10Opsi)

100 FINAL STRESS = 6.9 00 6 Pa

80
T960C .

~71 ---

40 21

*Return to 210C
U1

o 120
RESONATOR S- 4167

INITIAL STRESS = 6.9 x 106 Pa (I 0O0poi)(b
ic/ FINAL STRESS 0 (STRESS ROD

90

400

FREQUENCY (1 kHz/DIV)

Figure 9. Oven measurements for two resonators; (a) one with a
typical final stress bias, and (b) the other with no final stress bias.
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lossy (AZ decreased). This suggests that the cement bonds in the joints were

breaking down, perhaps separating from the ceramic surfaces during heating.

Figure 10 shows results for two resonators that were initially stressed

differently but then given final stresses that were equal. NOSC I (Figure la)

was cured* with about 2.8 x 107 Pa initial stress** applied and then measured.

NOSC 4 (Figure lOb) was cured with an initial stress of about 6.9 x 106 Pa

then finally stressed to 2.8 x 107 Pa before being measured. Notice that the

two resonators exhibit very similar temperature behaviors. When the final

stress on both resonators was reduced to about 6.9 x 106 Pa (Figures IOc and

d) they again behaved alike, both performing worse than with the higher final

stress. In Figure Ila resonator NOSC 2' is a resonator that was assembled

with a high initial stress, like NOSC 1, but given a final stress that was

just finger tight. In Figure llb NOSC 5' is a resonator that was assembled

with a low initial stress, like NOSC 4, but given a final stress that was

slightly more than finger tight. From these two resonators we see behavior

that is somewhat similar to the unstressed resonator in Figure 9b, which is

reasonable since these units are just barely stressed. Note also that the

slight amount of stress difference between the two resonators in Figure 11

appears to make a difference.

These results indicate, regarding temperature sensitivity, that the final

stress on a resonator is more crucial than the initial stress. The

temperature-related performance degradation increases as the final stress

decreases. Although the degradation is most significant when the resonator is

nearly unstressed it is notable that significant degradation occurs when the

final stress is reduced from 2.8 x 107 Pa to 6.9 x 106 Pa (Figures lOa,c and

iOb,d). In our cases, where resonators were initially stressed to at least

6.9 x 106 Pa, the value of initial stress had no apparent impact on the temper-

ature sensitivity.

* All NOSC-built units were cured at 660C for 2.5 hours and then heat-soaked

at 1210C for 2.5 hours before being measured.

**This resonator was not restressed, and thus had a final stress of about 1.5

x 107 Pa as determined later by measuring the charge that developed while
unstressing the resonator. When later restressed to a full 2.8 x 107 Pa the
behavior was very similar to that for the 1.5 x 107 Pa stress (Figure 10a).

14
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(a) RESONATOR NOSC 1 (C) RESONATOR NOSC 1'
INITIAL STRESS = 2.8 x 107 Pa INITIAL STRESS = 2.8 x 107 Pa

FINAL STRESS: NOT RESTRESSED FINAL STRESS 6.9 x 106 Pa
120 - 46 0C -. 2 - 46C

71°C-j M"  Xp-l o
71,_C_710C'-21 

0C

100 
71 O

o 
I I 60

Sl,

*RETURN TO 21C ,
71 6C l 21°CI -- 71*

46 0C -21 C TO 21 °C

(b) RESONATOR NOSC 4 (d) RESONATOR NOSC 4'
INmIAL STRESS = 6.9 x 106 Pa INITIAL STRESS = 6.9 x 106 Pa
FINAL STRESS = 2.8 x 10' Pa FINAL STRESS = 6.9 x 10' Pa

120-
46C16. 21 C 7 ". joe"c

71 C" 21 7

100. 960C-a

116 0 C-

.80-

1160C

wOO

' 1160C C RETURN TO 21 OC
up 71 OC' F.RETURN TO21OC 4 0C& -21C

4 48C. 71°C

21 C& E960C = O PEAT IO N  BND

20 0=OERATI0N BAND -20

FREQUENCY (1 kHz/DIV) FREQUENCY (1 kHz/ DIV)

Figure 10. Own measurements for two resonators assembled

differently but given the same final stress of(a) 2.8 X 107 Pa

and then (b) 6.9 X 106 Pa.
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120

100

INIT(A) SRES = 8 0 Pa (4000O pai)

0

.a 2 . . FINAL STRESS :FINGER TIGHT
320

111 C1 "

60 C

40 40C "0 RE RETURN TO 21C

(b0 RESONATOR NOSC 5'
INITIAL STRESS =6.9 x 10' Pa (1000 ps)
0 FINAL STRESS: SITLY MORE THAN FINGER TIGHT

OPERATION BAND
FREQUENCY (1 kIz/DIV)

Figure I I. Oven measurments for two resonators assembled differently
but each given minimal final stress.

The behavior of an unstressed or nearly unstressed resonator (Figures 9b,

V1a and b) is similar to the behavior of the "bad" resonators observed in

Figures 6 and 7b. In the first-article transducers such "bad" resonators were

probably present for two reasons. First, stress was applied and "measured"

vith a torque wrench. This could lead to erroneously low stresses due to the

presenoe of burrs, epoxy, or other foreign materials causing seizure of the

threads. A better stress method, which is presently used, is to measure the

16



charge generated by the ceramic during the stressing procedure. Second, some

of the resonators had been -fine tuned" in regard to their frequency response

by adjusting the final stress bias. "Bad" resonators, such as seen above, can

cause the behavior observed in the current/thermal runaway phenomenon, as will

be demonstrated later in this report.

4.2.2 Stress-Relief Due to Thermal Expansion

The in-air oven measurements have shown that resonators, other than those

that are nearly or completely unstressed, exhibit reasonable stability at low

temperatures, with degradation commencing only after some high temperature is

reached. This suggests the obvious concern that stress relief may occur due

to thermal expansion differences between the stress rod and body portion of

the resonator. From Figure 12 the original stretch in the stress rod is

given, in metres, by

AL P

AL A 1.79 x 1 P (1)or A E c
sr sr

11
where Z r, the modulus of the rod, is 2.00 x 10 Pa; L , the rod length, is-210-4 m2 s s r  h dae,
4.32 x 10-  m; A c , the ceramic area, is 1.69 x 10 m ; Asr' the rod area, is

2.3 1-5 2c
2.03 x 10 ; and Pc' the stress bias, is expressed in pascals. This corre-

sponds to a stretch of about 12.4 I (.49 x 10-3 inches) for a stress bias of

6.90 x 106 Pa (1000 psi), which was the final stress bias called for in the

first-article resonators. Thermal expansion in the resonator will relieve the

stress rod if the body of the resonator expands less than the stress rod. The

excess expansion of the stress rod over the expansion of the resonator body is

given, in metres, by

AL - [asrLr -(acL c + aaL + aswLsw AT (2)

where the L's are lengths, a's are thermal expansion coefficients, AT is the

temperature change in 0C, and subscripts designate resonator sections. Using

*book" values and the ceramic manufacturer's data for the required expansion

coefficients (Table 1), Equation (2) indicates a reduction in the original

17
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L3
L I STEEL__ . i//I I II WASHER

STEEL I I
STRESS I

RODMA I

Lsr
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Figure 12. Resonator information for analysis of thermal expansion induced stress relief.

stretch of the stress rod of 1.1 x 10 - 7 m/OC (2.4 x 10-6 in/OF). The

corresponding stress relief, in Pa, is given by

AP - E A AL/IL A ) = 6.2 x 10 4AT (3)sr sr aLr c

Thermal
Expansion

Resonator Length Coefficient
Section (cm) (cm/0C cm

Steel Stress Rod 4.32 1.1 x 10

Ceramic 2.84 1.7 x 10 - 6

Aluminum 1.19 2.4 x 10 - 5

Steel Washer .28 1.1 x 10- 5

Table 1. Lengths and thermal expansion coefficients for the
resonator sections that are pertinent to stress relief.
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Table 2 lists the stress relief that would occur for various temperature

changes.

AT(C) AP(1O6 Pa) AT(°F) AP(psi)

28 1.6 50 230

56 3.2 _ l00 460
116.3 200 920

Table 2. Calculated stress relief resulting from thermal expansion.

During CUALT, the internal temperature in one of the runaway transducers

rose from about 160C to nearly 116 0C. This would relieve nearly the entire

stress an the first-article resonators (6.9 x 106 Pa). In fact, in some

resonators the stress would have been relieved at much lower temperatures

because of the erroneously low stress biases that we suspect existed.

Differences between the actual expansion coefficients and the "book"

values used above could significantly change the results of the analysis. For

example, although not demonstrated here, a 4% error of each thermal expansion

coefficient in a proper direction would result in no stress relief with

heating (AL-0). Nonetheless, the analysis shows that significant stress

relief could have occurred due to thermal expansion.

4.2.3 Electrode Importance

One final issue is important here: the electrode plays some part in the

joint temperature and stress sensitivity. Figure 13 shows results for a

resonator containing solid soft brass electrodes but no cement. In Figure 13a

the resonator was stressed to 4.8 x 106 Pa (700 psi) and in Figure 13b to

2.8 x 107 Pa (4000 psi). At the lower stress (Figure 13a), the resonator is

very sensitive to temperature in a fashion somewhat similar to, although more
exaggerated than, very low-stressed resonators that contain nickel expanded-

metal electrodes and cement (Figures 9b and 11a and b). At the higher stress

(Figure 13b) the resonator again behaves similarly to resonators with

expanded-metal electrodes and cement (Figures 10a and b), except at 116*C,
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Figure 13. Oven measurements for a cementless resonator with (a) low and (b) high
stress bias.
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where it does not behave as badly. Apparently a cementless resonator poss-

eases temperature sensitivity and final stress sensitivity that are in some

ways similar to the sensitivities in a cemented resonator. This means that

something, in addition to the cement, contributes to the temperature and

stress sensitivity. Other possibilities are:

1. Temperature dependence of ceramic parameters

2. Stress dependence of ceramic parameters

3. Temperature dependence of electrode parameters

4. Stress dependence of electrode parameters

Item I, the temperature dependence of ceramic parameters, is ruled out on the

basis of the results of Figure 14. This figure shows impedance magnitude vs

frequency curves for a modeled resonator at three temperatures. The ceramic

parameters that were used in the model were measured, for free rings at the

three temperatures (see Appendix). The effect of temperature predicted by the

model is the opposite from that which is experimentally observed. Increasing

the temperature alters the ceramic parameters and causes the impedance vs

frequency response of the resonator to shift up in frequency rather than down.

Item 2, the stress dependence of ceramic parameters, cannot be ruled out as a

contributor, because we do not know the parameter vs stress relationships. As

a matter of fact it seems likely that it plays more of a role at high stress

biases where cement joint parameters are less prominent. However, the drastic

behaviors observed for unstressed or nearly unstressed resonators are obvious-

ly not a result of unstressing the ceramic. Item 3, temperature dependence of

electrode parameters, is discounted simply because a metal, even a soft metal,

would not be expected to have much temperature sensitivity over the tempera-

ture range of concern. Item 4, stress dependence of electrode parameters, is
a likely contributor to temperature and stress sensitivity. More specifical-

ly, though, it is probably the manner in which the expanded-metal electrode

makes contact with the ceramic under different stresses that is important.

Thus, the cement and the electrode or cement/electrode joints are the factors

in the temperature sensitivity problem.
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4.2.4 Cement/Electrode Joint Parameter Measurements

The cement/electrode joint properties that are of concern are the joint

modulus (or, equivalently, the joint stiffness) and the associated loss fac-

tor. In order to determine the cement joint properties as a function of tern-

-. perature, we matched the results of a plane-wave computer model of a dumbbell

resonator to experimental measurements of real dumbbells (Figure 15). At the

- .outset of this discussion of joint parameter determinations, it is important

* -i to realize that the method used here ascribes the temperature-related behavior

of a dumbbell resonator to changes in the parameters of composite cement/

electrode joints. Each joint is modeled as a plane wave section of homogen-

-. eous material. Thus, although the results do not provide the temperature be-

havior of the cement or the electrode individually, they do yield composite

joint parameters that simulate the real resonator behavior no matter what the

details of the temperature sensitivity mechanism.

Three dumbbells were constructed, each containing two ceramic rings for

excitation and three cement/electrode joints (Figure 15). The dumbbells were

designed to bring the second longitudinal resonance into the frequency band of

interest. The construction of each dumbbell differed in the type of electrode

used and the amount of stress applied during the epoxy cure (Table 3). The

dumbbells were not restressed after the cement cure, therefore, because of

flow, the final stresses are assumed to be somewhat less than the initial

stresses. Hysol EA8 epoxy (previously Shell EPON VIII) was the cement used in

each dumbbell. It was cured at 660C for 2.5 hours.

Dumbbell Electrode Stress (106 Pa)

1 expanded-metal 6.9

2 expanded-metal 28.0

3 solid 6.9

Table 3. Construction of three dumbbell resonators.

The measurements of the resonant and antiresonant frequencies, and their

associated impedance magnitudes were made at five temperatures for the three

42
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Figure 14. Modeled resonator behavior resulting from temperature effects on
ceramic alone.

CERAMIC RINGS

CEMENT/ELECRD JOINTS

Figure I5. Dumbbell for cement/electrode properties determinations.
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dumbbells, using the method and equipment described in the Appendix. Figure

16 shows results for the resonant and antiresonant points for each of the

dumbbells. The temperature behavior of the dumbbells is, in general, the same

as that of the resonators, ie, fm, fn' Af, and AZ all decrease with rising

temperature. All three dumbbells exhibit similar behavior at first, but

dumbbell three shows dramatic degradation between 960C and 1210C. Stress

relief calculations indicate that, between 21 0 C and 121 0 C, the dumbbells
6

relieve about 3.5 x 10 Pa of the stress bias, which is about half of the low

initial stress value. Considering that the dumbbells were not restressed

after curing, perhaps significant stress relief is present in dumbbell one

above 960C, causing the dramatic shift. Dumbbell three did not exhibit

similar behavior, although it was stressed the same as dumbbell one. This may

be a result of the solid electrode in dumbbell three as opposed to the ex-

panded-metal electrode in dumbbell one. In any case, the experimental tem-

perature sensitivity of dumbbell one is representative of a "bad" resonator

(Figures 6 and 7b), particularly in the total frequency shifts of f and f
m n

between 21 0 C and 121"C.

The dumbbells were modeled using a plane-wave computer model. The moduli

for the stress rod and end-masses were obtained by careful measurements of the

density and sound velocity (via the resonance method) in the materials. The

ceramic parameters were taken from the MAST (see Appendix) free-ring measure-

ments for the specific rings used in each dumbbell. The effect of stress on

the ceramic rings was not available and thus was not included. For the thin

composite cement/electrode joints the essential parameter is the effective

complex stiffness, which is given by

K = EA/L (4)

where E is the complex joint modulus, A is the joint area, and L is the joint

length. The joint stiffness loss factor is given by

KM Ki/K (5)
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Figure 16. Experimental results for a temperature dependencies
of the resonances and antiresonances of three dumbbell resonators.
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where Ki and Kr are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex

joint stiffness.

The complex joint modulus was found for each dumbbell by adjusting

the joint modulus in the model in order to match the modeled resonant fre-

quency and associated impedance magnitude to the experimental measurements.

Figure 17a gives the resulting joint stiffnesses for the two dumbbells that

contain expanded-metal electrodes. The stiffness for the high-stress

dumbbell-(dumbbell two) drops 76% between 210C and 121 0C, and the corre-

sponding drop for the low-stress dumbbell (dumbbell one) is 84%. Such stiff-

ness changes will later be shown to have a significant impact on the behavior

of a computer model of the transducer that exhibited current/thermal runaway

behavior. The joints for the low-stress dumbbell are about half as stiff as

those for the high-stress dumbbell except at 1210C, where they are only one-

third as stiff due to a sharp drop in the stiffness of the low-stress joints.

The calculated stiffness of all cement residing in the holes of the expanded-

metal electrode is approximately 7.7 x 109 N/m at 21 0 C, and the calculated

stiffness of just the exmet electrode is approximately 1.8 x 1011 N/m. Thus,

the deduced joint stiffnesses seem reasonable. But again, it is pointed out

that the electrode and cement apparently do not independently behave in a

plane-wave fashion; if they did, the electrode would dominate due to its high

stiffness. The temperature behaviors of the joint loss factors are shown in

Figure 17b, as deduced from the dumbbell measurements and "omputer model. As

expected, the low-stress dumbbell exhibits the larger loss factor. The result

Pof the initially decreasing loss factor as the temperature rises, as seen in

both dumbbells, is somewhat unexpected and is not understood.

Figure 18 shows the in-air impedance magnitude vs frequency response for

a resonator model that employs the joint parameters that were determined from

the low-stress dumbbell. The modeled resonator predicts, at room temperature,

an and fn that are, respectively, approximately 1.9 kHz and 2.9 kHz above

those observed in the "bad" resonator of Figure 6. One reason for this is an

extra 8% stiffness in the joints of the resonator model due to an oversight in

the model inputs. Concerning the impedances: because 1/aZ is a measure of
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the resonator losses, the joints in the "bad" resonator appear to be signifi-

cantly more lossy than those determined from dumbbell one. In the investiga-

tioi of temperature sensitivity, the changes with temperature are the impor-

tant features. The reduction in AZ with increasing temperature is difficult

to compare because the initial AZ is much less for the actual resonator than

for the model. The total frequency shifts of f and f with temperature arem n
similar, although somewhat less in the model than in the actual resonator

(this is especially true in light of the fact that ceramic effects, which

cause some shift upward in frequency (Figure 14), have not been included in

the model). The similarity of shifts in f and f between the model (Figurem n

18) and the actual resonator (Figure 6) indicates that the joint parameters

for the low-stress dumbbell are representative of a "bad" resonator mainly in

the temperature-related stiffness behavior, between 210C and 121 0C.

120
710 46o 210

105, 1210

0

LU

0
,( 75,

z

60,
LU

45-

30 
BP5 7I0AND

FREQUENCY (4 kHz/DIV)

Figure 18. Temperature dependence of a computer modeled
resonator, using the cement/electrode joint parameters from the
low-stress dumbbell.

There are some important cautions to be noted. The method of determining

joint parameters from ceramic-driven dumbbells is a sensitive procedure be-

cause the presence of the joints may cause only small effects, especially at
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low temperatures. For example, according to modeling results, in an expanded-

metal electroded dumbbell that contains three joints, the resonance is only

about 2% less than the resonance for the same resonator with no cement joints.

This requires accurate measurements of the ceramic parameters, the properties

of the other dumbbell components (lengths, areas, and moduli), and the experi-

mental measurements of the dumbbells.

One check on the joint parameter determinations is to compare the fre-

quency and impedance magnitude at antiresonance for the actual dumbbell and

the model. (The frequency and impedance magnitude at resonance agree because

they were matched between model and experiment in order to find the joint

parameters.) Table 4 makes this comparison for the two dumbbells with

expanded-metal electrodes. A brief sensitivity study showed that an error of

0.4% in the antiresonant frequency, fn' could yield a 31% error in the deter-

mination of both the stiffness and loss factor at 21*C and 8% at 121 0C. A

factor of 2 (6 dB) error in the maximum impedance, Zn' could cause a factor of

2 error in the joint loss factor determination at both 210C and 1210C. From

this perspective, Table 4 suggests that the worst error in the joint stiffness

determination may be somewhere around 16% for the two dumbbells. The error in

loss factor, on the other hand, may be very large at times, especially for the

high-stress dumbbell at 960C.

Finally, the third dumbell, which contained solid nickel electrodes and

has not yet been discussed, yielded an experimental resonance that was 1 .3%

.higher than the model could yield even with infinitely stiff joints. This

problem is not yet solved.

Temperature (°C)

Dumbbell Parameter

21 46 71 96 121

1 f .0 .1 .3 .4 .9
n"1 1 Zn 2.0 1.9 -.2 .3 -2.8

- 2 fn -.2 -.2 -.3 -.3 -.2

2 Zn 4.5 4.0 3.7 4.6 2.5

Table 4. Difference in f (%) and Z (dB) between then n
experimental and model results.
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The results of the joint parameter determinations are not as satisfactory

as had been hoped, particularly regarding the loss factor. One probable rea-

son for this is the unknown effects of stress on the ceramic rings, since the

ceramic parameters were determined on unstressed rings but the joint param-

eters were determined from dumbbells that were stressed. Using a dumbbell

without ceramic rings would eliminate this problem. Such a dumbbell could be

excited with mechanical impulses at the end of the dumbbell. Unfortunately,

at the beginning of the present effort, no environmental chamber of sufficient

size was available to house both the dumbbell and an impulse device. In sum-

mary, the stiffness determinations that we have obtained seem reasonable,

considering the expected stiffnesses for only cement or electrodes in the

joints, and considering the results of Table 4. The findings are sufficient

to provide significant insight into the fundamental principles involved in the

current runaway phenomenon. These principles are discussed next.

4.2.5 Transducer Modeling Results

We have seen that ceramic-stack resonators that contain cement/electrode

joints demonstrate a sensitivity to increasing temperature that becomes especi-

ally pronounced under low final stress biases. The conclusive details or

mechanisms involved in the temperature sensitivity have not been ascertained.

Nonetheless, we have reproduced the behavior, in part, in a resonator model by

attributing the behavior to the temperature dependence of composite cement/

.. electrode joint parameters. The temperature sensitivity provides significant

insight into the transducer current/thermal runaway phenomenon when examined

from a modeling approach as is now discussed.

A computer model of the transducer (Figure 2) was developed consisting of

five identical pralleled resonators in series with a tuning inductor and trans-

former. In addition, radiation loading was included in order to account for

imersion of the transducer in water. The resonator joint parameters were

taken to be those that were obtained from the low-stress dumbbell. The ceram-

ic parameters were taken from "book" values and were held constant over all

the temperatures; the effects of temperature on the ceramic (Figure 14) are

I' overshadowed by the effects on the joints. Figure 19 shows the resulting

transducer input current magnitude and phase as a function of frequency for
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.77

V.4  five temperatures. The cement/electrode joint parameters are supplied at the

top of the figure. Because the drive is a constant-voltage source, the cur-

rent magnitude can be viewed as impedance except for a constant. Two points

should be made here prior to examining these results. First, f and f wereU fl

higher in the model than in the actual transducer. Second, the current at f

was less in the model than in the actual transducer (by between 6 to 9 dB).

Many items not included in the model could affect these values, such as the 8%

joint stiffness oversight previously mentioned, the nodal mounting of the

resonators, the ambient oil, the rubber window, etc. In any event, of main

interest was the relative changes with temperature and not the absolute

levels. Therefore, the above discrepancies are not relevant. In the actual

transducer the operation band is centered about f n' thus the operation band

has been positioned accordingly in the figure.

The main features seen in the figure are a resonance and antiresonance,

essentially related to those of the resonators, and also a higher frequency

resonance that turns out to be a series resonance between the tuning inductor

4> and the capacitive-like resonators. As was true for the individual resona-

tors, the most prominent effect of rising temperature is the downward shift of

the current response in frequency. Because the operation band is centered

about fn' this behavior brings higher current, or lower impedance, regions

into the operation band. If this shift is sufficient to bring the series

resonance near or into the operation band, the current rise will become ex-

* tremely dramatic. At f0, in Figure 19, the current behavior is similar to

that actually observed in the current/thermal runaway phenomenon (Figure 3),

both in magnitude and phase. Specifically, as the temperature rises the cur-

rent magnitude initially drops, then rises dramatically; and in addition, the

current phase shows that the admittance changes monotonically from inductive

to capacitive values. Actually, current/thermal runaway occurred at the low-

est frequency in the operation band. Such behavior is not quite reproduced at

that point in the modeling results in Figure 19. However, because of some of
-, the uncertainties mentioned earlier, our modeling is somewhat qualitative,

-_ , thus the lack of one-to-one frequency agreement is not of great concern. Note

that the joint loss factor does not change greatly in the temperature range

here. Thus, the current behavior in Figure 19 is essentially a result of a
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Figure 19. Modeled transducer input current using the cement/electrode

joint parameters from the low-stress dumbbell.
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joint stiffness that decreases as the temperature rises. (This will be fur-

ther illustrated shortly.)

Although the current runaway behavior tracks with a joint stiffness that

decreases as the temperature rises, the more fundamental problem is to explain

the continual temperature rise (thermal runaway aspect). This issue is ad-

dressed in part by the results shown in Figure 20a, which indicates the power

dissipated in the transducer model at various temperatures. Again examining

at f0, the heating initially remains fairly constant as the temperature rises

but finally increases significantly. Figure 20b shows that the transducer

becomes increasingly inefficient as the temperature rises. Because the joint

loss factor does not change greatly here, these results suggest that thermal

runaway may occur due, chiefly, to temperature effects on the joint stiffness

and not on the joint loss factor. However, a definitive statement cannot be

made because of the uncertainty in the temperature behavior of the joint loss

factor.

It is interesting to compare the predicted transducer performance for

independent variations of the joint stiffness and the joint loss factor. The100
joint stiffness was varied between 2.01 x 10 Pa and 2.23 x 109 Pa (Figures

21 and 22) and the joint loss factor was varied between 0 and 0.1 (Figures 23

and 24). Figure 21a shows that as the joint stiffness decreases, the current

amplitude greatly increases in the operation band. Figure 23a illustrates

that loss factor changes do not have a similar effect. The current phase

behavior shows that the admittance becomes more capacitive as the joint stiff-

ness decreases (Figure 21b), but changes very little with the loss factor

variation (Figure 23b). These results further indicate that it is the joint

stiffness and not the loss factor that is directly related to the current

behavior that was observed during the current/thermal runaway phenomenon.
That is not to say that the loss factor cannot indirectly contribute to the

current behavior by being a factor in the thermal aspect of the runaway phenom-

enon. In fact, both a decreasing joint stiffness and an increasing joint loss

factor can give rise to increased heating in the resonator (Figures 22a and

24a), due to an increasing inefficiency (Figures 22b and 24b).
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i Figure 20. Modeled power dissipation and transducer

: inefficiency using the cement/electrode joint parameters

from the low-stress dumbbell.
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Figure 21. Modeled transducer input current for a variation
of joint stiffness in the ceramidc-stack resonators.
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J stack resonators.
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Figure 23. Modeled transducer input current for a variation of joint loss factor
in the ceramic-stack resonators.
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Figure 24. Modeled power dissipation and transducer
inefficiency for a variation of joint loss factor in the ceramic.
stack resonators.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

5.1 SUMMARY OF THE CURRENT/THERMAL RUNAWAY PHENOMENON

The current/thermal runaway phenomenon observed recently in underwater

transducers that incorporate ceramic-stack resonators is attributable to an

insufficient final stress on one or more of the resonators in the transducer.

This low stress was probably a result of a torque-wrench method of stressing

the resonators. Seizure in the threads produced in several ways could result

- in low, erroneous stress biases. Stress relief due to thermal expansion may

have also contributed to the problem. The cement/electrode joints are very

temperature sensitive at low final stress biases. The cement and electrode

both appear to be factors in that sensitivity, but the specifics of this behav-

ior are not understood. Heating, in resonators with low final stress biases.4

decreases the joint stiffness and perhaps increases the joint loss factor.

The more compliant joints cause the impedance vs frequency responses to gener-
ally shift down in frequency. Because the operation band is centered about a

point of maximum impedance (antiresonance) this shifting brings lower impe-

dance regions into the operation band, causing the current to rise. The more

compliant joints (and perhaps lossier joints) also cause more power to be dis-

sipated in the resonator. The increased heating leads to further joint

effects, which in turn cause further heating etc; current/thermal runaway

results.

5.2 OTHER CONCLUSIONS

Other important conclusions from this study are:

1. Cement/electrode joints can cause serious problems in ceramic-stack

resonators due to temperature-sensitive behavior. This sensitivity is mostly

dependent on the amount of final stress applied (after cement curing). The

sensitivity is drastic for resonators with low or no final stress. Resonators

with a final stress of 2.8 x 107 Pa (4000 psi) yielded good temperature-

insensitive performance, but those with a final stress of 6.9 x 106 Pa (1000

psi) demonstrated significant temperature-related performance degradation.
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2. The temperature sensitivity involves a downward shitt in trequency

and flattening of the resonator's impedance vs frequency response as the tem-

perature rises. The frequency shitting is due to joint compliance changes

alone, specifically, the compliance increasing with increasing temperature.

The flattening is due to increases in both the joint compliance and loss tac-

* %tor. In the band of operation, the antiresonance region, this results in a

rise in the current amplitude (reduction in impedance) as well as an increase

in the dissipated power as the temperature rises. The additional heating

further changes the joint parameters, yielding further heating, etc. This

process can result in current/thermal runaway.

3. For resonators that have low final stress biases, it is possible that

stress reliet occurs due to thermal expansion and causes degradation ot the

resonator's performance.

4. The application ot a high final-stress bias, via a stress rod, elim-

inates the current/thermal runaway phenomenon that has been observed in trans-

ducers that employ ceramic-stack resonators. Resonators that do not contain

stress rods are not likely to encounter significant self-heating because they

are normally driven at low levels. Thus a high stress bias appears to be a

sufficient cure for any temperature-related cement-joint problems presently

known in Navy transducers.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Ceramic-stack resonators that are similar to those studied in this report

and that may encounter elevated-temperature operational environments (>40 0C)

should be permanently restressed, after cement curing, to about 2.8 x 107 Pa

(4000 psi). An equal stress should also be applied during cement curing in

the assembly process as a safeguard in order to reduce the amount of cement in

the resonator joints. These precautions will eliminate the possibility of

current/thermal runaway or other performance degradation from temperature-

sensitive behavior in the cement/electrode joints ot the resonators.
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There are two main items that may require further attention should some

future need arise to better understand cement/electrode joints:

1. Regarding joint parameters, it may be necessary to give more atten-

tion to determining the absolute values of the joint parameters as a function

of temperature, as opposed to relative changes (the focus in this report).

• ". 2. It may be necessary to examine the specifics of the behavior in the

cement/electrode joints. The dependence of the behavior on the final stress

**. bias is not presently understood and may be related to the individual behav-

iors of the cement and electrode.

N
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APPENDIX

CERAMIC-RING PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS

The dumbbell method of determining joint parameters required that the

ceramic parameters be known for the rings used in the dumbbells. The ceramic

parameters of interest were the dielectric constant K and its loss tangent
* (also referred to by D or tan 6), the compliance 33 and its loss factor

*33K, and the piezoelectric constant g3 3 (the associated loss factor is negli-

gible). The Ceramic parameter measurements were carried out by Martin Acous-

tic Software Technology (MAST). The approach used by MAST and the results are

presented below.

APPROACH

For a long, thin piezoelectric ceramic bar there are well-known equations

that relate ceramic parameters to experimental observables. The ceramic rings

of concern in this report have appreciable cross-sectional area and thus the

longitudinal characteristics differ from those of a long, thin bar. MAST used

a finite-element model of a ceramic ring in order to determine an appropriate

correction factor for each of the simple thin-bar equations.

Table A-i presents the thin-bar equations and the correction factors
Tdetermined by MAST. The measurables are C , D, Yn' fm and f n" The product of

the correction factor and the result of the thin-bar equation yields the

corrected parameter value. Where ceramic parameters appear in the thin-bar

nd S equations) the uncorrected values are to be used.
equations (the g3 3 a 33D
For example, in determining g3 3 the uncorrected values of $33H and k3 3 are to

be used in the thin-bar equation and then the correction factor applied.

DThe correction factors for g 33 and S 33M simply result from propagating

the k and SD corrections through the g3 3 and $33M equations. The correc-
33 33 3 3

tion factors shown in Table A-I for these two parameters are approximate,

corresponding to an average uncorrected k33 of 0o.. As can be seen from the

equations the exact correction factor depends on the value of k . Table A-2_D
shows how to compute the exact correction factors for g3 3 and 3
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Thin-Bar Multiplicative
Equation Correction Factor

K T TL

K3 tCL-..K -r None

0

'"D 1
. D 2 0.9939

. 4pf2 L2

n

1 k/2 w fm
k 33= 2 x = , T 1.0902

n

V 2 ' 1/2

9 33 k33 
1 15 a

g 3 =(-) T *33 kI-k 33) o K3

T3

K T D = tan 6 None
3M-- -

D 2 33 In' a
,33N w3 1 -kT1.2- fnCT

33 n

, free capacitance at 1 kHz

1' A area of ceramic ring face

L length (face-to-face) of ceramic ring

to 0 dielectric constant of free space

s = density of ceramic

D 3 dielectric dissipation at 1 kHz

Yn = minimum electrical admittance magnitude

f m= frequency at maximum electrical admittance magnitude

fn frequency at minimum electrical admittance magnitude

a Corresponds to an uncorrected k33 of 0.6.

Table A-1. Thin-bar equations and correction factors for

actual ceramic ring.
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Multiplicative
Parameter Correction Factor

D Ik 2
-k 3 35 33M 1 .1885 1 -1 .1885k 33

* D
Table A-2. Exact correction factors for g33 and s D

33e 33

The procedure for the determination of the temperature dependence of

ceramic parameters was as follows. The ceramic rings were placed in the oven
Tand measurements of C , D, Yn' fm and fn were taken at a room temperature of

approximately 210C (700F). The oven controls were set at 460C (115 0F) and

within 5 minutes the oven was at the specified temperature. One hour later,

, .. measurements were made at the higher temperature. The process continued using

250C increments to achieve temperatures of 21, 46, 71, 96, and 121 0C.

The temperature history of the ceramic rings is a matter of importance.

Measurements generally were made first on rings that had not been out of an

ordinary (room temperature) environment since being polarized long ago. After

each set of temperature-cycled measurements, the units were allowed to stabil-

ize at room temperature. They were then exposed to a temperature soaking of

2-1/2 hours at 660C (1506F). After about one week at room temperature, an-

other measurement cycle began. Although 14 rings were put through the first

measurement heat cycle, only six were carried through three more heat cycle

measurements and then used in the construction of the three dumbbells. The

histories of these six ceramic rings are given in Table A-3.

RESULTS

WFigures A-I through A-6 present the results of the ceramic parameter

determinations for the six rings. Each figure applies to a single ring and

shows the temperature dependence of ceramic parameters of each of the four

I,- 44
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RING 33

RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DIELECTRIC LOSS TANGENT

Legend Measurement

1700 2 ..... ........ 2
-- 3

1500

too- Go0.011.2,1300

1100 01

COMPLIANCE COMPLIANCE LOSS FACTOR
8.8 0.0016

B.6 0.01 2'.. ,, /"
46 2.... \, ,/

'- 4 ')
8.4 0.0006

8.2 0.0004

8.0 0 01

*26 PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANT 0670 COUPUNG COEFFICIENT

i 24 0.650 .
E

'122 -w0.630 -

20 0.610

18 0.590
0 25 50 75 100 125 0 25 50 75 100 125

TEMPERATURE (deg C)

Figure A-1. Four successive heat cycle measurements of the ceramic parameters for
ceramic ring 33.
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RING 36
RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DIELECTRIC LOSS TANGENT

Legend Measurement

1300

11000.1

COMPUANCE COMPLIANCE LOSS FACTOR
8.8- 0.0020-

8.6 0.0016 K

1

8.2 0.0006.N

8.0 0.0004

26 PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANT 0.670- COUPLING COEFFICIENT

2 24 0.650.

E
22 &"t 0.30 -...

200.1

181 6 0.590~
0 25 50 75 100 125 0 25 50 75 100 125

* TEMPERATURE (dog C)

Figure A-2. Four successive heat cycle measurements of the ceramic parameters for
ceramic ring 36.
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RING 37

RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DIELECTRIC LOSS TANGENT

Legend Measuremnt

L 1100 a , .2"

.-,ooo..1100 01 _.

COMUANE.CMPUNCELOS FATO

-'- ....... 7/'L
S ,,-

22

SPIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANT COUPUNG COEFFICIENT26 0.67024 0.650

14 E 2 ...... o
0. 0.02

202

9.2. . . 0.00,8 . .

0 26 50 75 100 125 0 25 50 75 100 125

TEMPERATURE ULNg )

"-' Figure A-3. Four successive heat cycle measurements of the ceramic parameters for
0 ceramic ring 37.
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RING 40

RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DIELECTRIC LOSS TANGENT

Legend Measurement

1700 2 ............. 2

-- 3

1500

°' .-, 0.01
1300

---- 1100 , 0 i n

COMPLIANCE COMPLIANCE LOSS FACTOR
8.8 0.0016

,'S.. ...

S8.6 0.0012

5/......E

8. 0.0008

,>-.,................. ........, .. ..

8.2 . 0.0004

- '- 1 " 1

8.0. 0R

26 PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANT COUPLING COEFFICIENT
0.690

z 24- 0.670 2

E

"S o 22NL. .M0.650

20 0.630

18 0.610 -------
0 25 50 75 100 125 0 25 50 75 100 125

TEMPERATURE (deg C)

Figure A-4. Four successive heat cycle measurements of the ceramic parameters for

ceramic ring 40.
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RING 44

RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DIELECTRIC LOSS TANGENT

Legend Measurement

1700 2 .............. 2

I -- m  3

1500

'( 0.01-

1300

11001 0.

- COMPUANCE COMPLIANCE LOSS FACTOR

L a ......... .

N 8.6 *. 0.0012 .

8.4 0.0008

8.2 0.0004

8.0 0

PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANT COUPLING COEFFICIENT
26- 0.670

24 0.650

)2......
22 0.630 ;-2

20.
20 0.610

18 i i * 0.5901 I , I

0 25 50 75 100 125 0 25 50 75 100 125

TEMPERATURE (dog C)

Figure A-5. Four successive heat cycle measurements of the ceramic parameters for
.. nirrc ring 44.
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RING 49

RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DIELECTRIC LOSS TANGENT

Legend Measurement

% 1700 ja........ 2
'4I -- 3

400.01 .i15002

1100, 0 _ _ __ _ __ _

COMPLIANCE COMPLIANCE LOSS FACTOR

8.6 0.0020.

E .6.
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0.0012

. o

6.4 0.0012

60.2 0.0006
4E _ _ _ _ __.o_ __, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 0 .0 0 0 4
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26 0.690

S0.670

E

o 2m 22 0.850

20 0.630

I s , 4* 0 6 1 0 '"*
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Figure A-6. Four successive heat cycle measurements of the ceramic parameters for

ceramic ring 49.
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heat cycle measurements. The ceramic parameters shown are the relative dielec-

tric constant (KT), the dielectric loss tangent (tan 6), the mechanical compli-
DD

ance (a D) and its loss factor (s D ), the piezoelectric constant (g33 ), and33 33M4the coupling factor (k ). In the first two heat cycle measurements a fixture

problem resulted in an erroneously high measurement of the dissipation factor.

The problem was corrected and the results for the last two cycles are correct.

Study of Figures A-i through A-6 leads to the following observations:

D
1. In the first heat cycle measurement the elastic parameter, s33, is

nearly constant with a slight increase above 1000C. During the next three

heat cycle measurements sD is higher and decreases as the temperature rises.
33

2. During all heat cycles the piezoelectric constant, g33, changes much
D T Tmore than do s33 and k33 , but less than does K3. In addition K3 increases

more during the first heat cycle measurement than it does in the successive

cycles. At 1210C KT is nearly the same for all heat cycles but at room temper-
V 3

ature is is less during the first heat cycle measurement.

3. During the first heat cycle measurement k33 is mostly constant to

75°C but then decreases. During the successive heat cycle measurement k33

begins to decrease as soon as the temperature exceeds about 500C.

4. The piezoelectric constant, g33' is strongly affected by temperature.

As the equation for g33 ' in Table A-i, shows, each of the parameters varies to

make g33 drop as the temperature increases. Specifically, KT increases, where
D 3as s33 and k33 decrease. Pronounced decreases of g33 with rising temperature

are evident for all six rings in the figures. In addition, the piezoelectric

activity is observed to decrease as a function of heat cycle.

These observations cause one to question the value of 1000C heat soak of

ceramic materials, as is often done in order to stabilize behavior. In fact,

the elastic constant is relatively independent of temperature for the first

heat cycle but not afterward. The coupling coefficient is decreased after the

first cycle and the temperature dependence is generally more severe. Aging

characteristics were not measured, and aging may be reduced by such a heat
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-soak. However, the temperature dependence was degraded during the experiments

reported here. At best the issue of a heat soak is a design tradeoff consid-

eration for a source transducer that will be driven to moderately high fields.

The pertinence of the results in Figures A-i through A-6 to the cement

joint investigation can be summarized as follows. Note that the temperature
T D

behaviors of K3, 833, g33T tan 6 and k33 are nearly the same for heat cycles

two, three, and four. The difference between heat cycle one and the rest re-

sults from the exposure of the ceramic rings to the high temperature of 121 0C

during the first cycle. Although all of the rings had been "heat soaked" (in

the heat cure cycle) prior to the measurements, the soak temperature was only

660C, significantly less than the maximum measurement temperature of 121 0C.

The major conclusion that is relevant to the effort to measure cement-joint

parameters is that after the first heat cycle measurement, the ceramic param-

eters remain fairly constant between successive heat cycle measurements. This

means that the ceramic parameters of rings that are cemented into a dumbbell

are not affected much by the cement heat cure and ensuing heat cycle measure-

ment that is required for the cement-joint parameter determination, as long as

the rings were previously exposed to at least one heat cycle measurement.

That feature provided confidence that once ceramic parameters were measured in

a heat cycle, they were still valid when the ceramic rings were subsequently

cemented together and subjected to a cure cycle and a measurement heat cycle.
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